Screen connector plug attaching

Problem:
• Screen doesn't turn on
• Rotation button is not working

Solution:
• Connectors on the backside of the screen got loose and need to be re-attached

1. **Remove power plug** and wait at least 1 minute to start with opening up the printer.

2. Make sure you create some space around your printer.

3. Remove the 3 screws from the build plate with an Allen wrench
4. Lift up the build plat and tip it over. Put it upside down on the table.

5. Remove the insulation foam. You use an a screw driver to lift the foam through one of the holes.
6. Remove the insulation cover by pulling it through the holes.

7. The cable sits underneath the screen and needs to be attached again. It sometimes requires some patience to get the plug in the right position. You can use tweezers or small grippers to push the plug in position.

8. Put back the insulation cover and pay attention how the cables are routed
9. Put back the insulation

10. Put back the build plate and attach it with the 3 screws.

11. Check if the cables don’t rub against the pulley and belt by looking into the bottom casing of the printer through the holes for the belt or the holes on the bottom of the device.